
Goodnight Kiss Hints and Tips
Goodnight Kiss is a sandbox style erotic visual novel. As such a proper walkthrough isn't the ideal 
method to explain how to see all the different content. This guide will provide you will the information 
and strategies to explore the world of Goodnight Kiss to your heart (and other appendages) content.

You play the role of a man with terrible taboo hungers and desires and you can choose to either give in 
to all your evil lusts or keep yourself under control and make the world a better place. 

You're going to choose to be a huge pervert, aren't you?
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Overall Gameplay and Strategy

There are a number of locations and characters in the game world you can interact with. The characters 
go through schedules and you can find them at different locations at different times. The game cycles 
through a time system. Every action that you perform that gives you either information or affects your 
relationships will advance time to the next period. You wake up in the Morning, that follows through to
Noon, then Afternoon, Night and sometimes Late Night. To unlock Late Night you need to drink coffee
in your house in the afternoon (or drink coffee at the coffee shop any time). If you stay up into Late 
Night you'll sleep through the Morning the next day.

Gradually over time your lust will increase. If it's too high you will lose access to “safe” choices that 
won't negatively influence your relationships with various characters. You can reset your lust by either 
jerking off/playing an adult scene with a happy ending.

The computer in your home office allows you to work, which gives you between $25 and $75, access 
social media, which will give you hints on what different characters like, or access to the darknet, 
where you can purchase bitcoins and use those bitcoins to purchase illicit tools and substances.

The gameplay is mostly predicated on the house, which has various bedrooms, a bathroom, the 
kitchen/living room and your home office. You can also click on your truck to visit other locations in 
the town.

New locations may unlock based on plot events, or based on gifts you give to various characters. One 
example would be if you raise your relationship with Sam to the level where you want her to become a 
productive member of the household and you're got a high affinity with Emily you can have a 
household dinner and discuss a potential gift that could open up a new location.



Attributes

Lust
A measure of your sexual self-control. Slowly goes up over time, or is increased by doing lewd things 
that don't give you a “happy ending”. If it's very high (10+) it will restrict the safe options in events. 
Can be reset by masturbating or lowered by taking a cold shower.

Morality
How good you feel about your actions. To start with it doesn't have a huge effect. In the late game it 
will have a significant effect on the high level interactions. Once I have enough content to start writing 
endings it will be one of the major signifier of what version of a given ending you get. Can be 
improved by praying or confessing in church.

Coding
How good you are at writing code. Increasing it increases how much money you get from “working”. 
Is increased through work itself, or by doing work at your  home office, researching coding from your 
home office or doing research at the library.

Law
Your understanding of law. Will effect what options you have when you confront your wife about her 
infidelity. Can be increased by research at the library.

Charisma
Increases the bonuses you get to other characters main attributes. Can be increased by research at the 
library or by auditing the communications class at the college.

Strength
How good you are at beating people up. Can be increased by pumping iron in your home office or by 
taking classes at the gym.

Stealth
How good you are at peeping. A secret skill that can be unlocked by finding the correct friend in the 
correct location.



Achievements:
The achievement system allows you to track what scenes you've unlocked. Below I'll provide hints for 
events which aren't super obvious.

General:

1. Bought something 
you can use as a gift

2. Stayed up late Drink a beverage that might contain caffeine 

3. Bought internet 
Monopoly money

4. Experienced a wet 
dream (nice)

Go to sleep horny

5. Experienced a wet 
dream (bad)

6. Confessed your sins

7. Changed the Beach 
into a nude beach

Bring someone to the beach while your lust is on the high side. Once you do 
that go talk to someone who might have legal power.

8. Complete
Goodnight Kiss

Play through Emily's entire plot.



Emily:
She is a good girl. She always got good grades in school. In the fall she's going to be attending college. 
In the meanwhile she's working at a coffee shop with her best friend Brenda. 

She is very anxious about romantic and sexual matters. She is very sweet and demure.

In the morning she is either in her bedroom, the bathroom or working out in your home office. At noon 
she'll be at the coffee shop during the week and in her bedroom on Saturday and Sunday. In the 
afternoon she'll be in her bedroom. She will be in her bedroom at night.

Her favorite gifts are flowers and chocolates and she doesn't like wine or nootropics.

1. Caught Emily 
touching herself

2. Talked to Emily 
about catching her

3. Sniffed Emily's used 
panties

4. Talked to Emily in 
room

5. Gave Emily a gift
Give Emily a gift.

6. Gave Emily a 
backrub

Raise her affinity for you.



7. Gave Emily wine at 
dinner

8. Took Emily out for 
ice cream

9. Gave Emily a foot 
rub

Make her trust you more

10. Peeked at Emily 
late at night

11. Caught Emily 
touching herself late at 
night

12. Gave Emily a 
backrub with only her 
bra on

13. Peeked at Emily in 
the bathroom

14. Peeked at Emily in 
the bathroom and her 
towel fell off

15. Gave Emily 
sleeping pills

16. Gave Emily 
aphrodisiac pills

17. Massaged Emily's 
ass during backrub

18. Teach Emily how to
Kiss

Make her trust you even more

19. Peeked at Emily in 
the bathroom and she 
gave a show

20. Peeked at Emily 
late at night and pulled 
off the covers

21. Watched Emily get 
herself off

Do achievement 18 and raise her trust of you, then when a new scene 
triggers slow play your hand

22. Emily got dressed 
in front of you

23. Spied on Emily 
talking with BFF

24. Watched Emily 
exercise



25. Caught Emily 
kissing BFF

If Emily's lust begins to increase she might need to release it when her friend
comes to see her.

26. Massaged Emily 
after Exercise

27. Massaged Emily 
through her panties

An extended variant of the footrub scene.

29. Emily gave you a 
show at dinner

30. Fingered Emily If Emily gets very horny she might confess a secret desire to her best friend.

31. Emily sat in your 
lap and touched herself 
while watching TV

32. Emily sat in your 
lap in the club

Talk to Emily in the club, then talk to Sam about distracting Brenda, then 
hang out with Emily at the end of the night

33. Game Emily and 
Sam wine at dinner

34. Grope Emily late at 
night

35. Watched Emily take
a shower

36. Emily has given 
you a handjob

37. Bought Emily 
lingerie

38. Emily has given 
you a blowjob

39. Played with Emily's
breasts during a 
backrub

40. Emily gave you a 
titjob

41. Got Emily and Sam 
to experiment with 
bisexuality

42. Got Emily and 
Brenda to experiment 
with bisexuality

43. Watched Emily play
with a magic wand

44. Finally fucked 
Emily



45. Had a 3some with 
Emily and Brenda

46. Fucked Emily while
she “sleeps”

47. Rubbed your cock 
on Emily without 
penetration.

48. Fingered Emily in 
the bathroom of Brick 
Books

49. Fucked Emily in the
bathroom of Brick 
Books

50. Fucked Emily while
watching Throne of 
Thorns



Alexandra:

Your wife (well… probably). She has grown cold as of late and your relationship is suffering. Lately 
she has been working late far more often than she has in the past and you are growing suspicious.

Building affinity without gifts will be a very slow and grindy process.

She is at her office in the morning and noon. There's a 50/50 chance she'll be in the hotel in the 
afternoon, if you haven't already progressed your relationship with her (ie either given her an open 
relationship or chose to dominate her or kicked her out). She will be at home in the evening.

Her favorite gift is chocolates and she really doesn't like nootropics or Law Fuel.

1. Met Alexandra at 
work

2. Gave Alexandra a 
gift

3. Kissed Alexandra

4. Gave Alexandra 
sleeping pills

5. Gave Alexandra 
aphrodisiac pills

6. Fucked Alexandra Raise her affinity for you



7. Found out Alexandra
is cheating

Raise her affinity fairly high or ask around at her work.

8. Catch Alexandra 
cheating red handed

9. Confront Alexandra 
about her cheating

10. Spied on Alexandra 
while she was fucking 
Dan

Learn how to move more stealthily and then track Alexandra and Dan down 
while they're hooking up.



Mary:

Your wife's secretary. She's a bit of a trollop and likes to be manhandled, not that there's anything 
wrong with that.

She's at your wife's office in the morning, noon and afternoon. At night she's at the dive bar during the 
week and at the club Saturday and Sunday.

1. Met Alexandra's 
secretary, Mary

2. Gave Mary a gift

3. Met Mary at the bar.

4. Kissed Mary Befriend Mary and talk to her away from her place of work

5. Groped Mary Go and see her at work...

6. Grabbed Mary's ass

7. Hired Mary to help 
with your business

8. Mary gave you a 
titjob

9. Banged Mary

10. Met Mary at the 
club



11. Fucked Mary at her 
apartment

Befriend Mary or become very charismatic, then find her in a vulverable spot
and take her home

12. Massaged Mary 
after a roller derby race

13. Fucked Mary after a
roller derby race



Brenda

Emily's best friend. She works at the coffee house with her. She plays herself off as very experienced in
sexual and romantic matters. She likes it when you are aggressive.

She is at the coffee shop in the morning and afternoon. She is at the Graveyard in late night. On 
weekends she hangs out with Emily in the afternoon.

Her favorite gifts are wine and nootropics and she hates flowers.

1. Met Emily's BFF

2. Gave Brenda a big 
tip

3. Took Brenda to the 
mall

4. Brenda invited you 
into the dressing room

5. Stumbled on 
Brenda's ritual in the 
Graveyard

Explore the town late one night...

6. Played along with 
the ritual and ate 
Brenda's pussy



7. Brenda blew you at 
the mall

8. Brenda gave you a 
footjob at the club

9. Fucked Brenda 
during the Ritual

10. Played with Brenda 
while she was at work.

Find a toy that Brenda might like and bring it to her on a slow day at work...



Laurel:

She works at the ice cream shop you sometimes take Emily to. She's a college student but also hard up 
for money and kinda desperate. Also, she's the daughter of Dan, the guy who's spending too much time 
with your wife. To actually start a relationship with her you need to be aware of Dan's existence, either 
through grinding affection with your wife or befriending Mary enough that she'll divulge what she 
knows your wife is doing.

To start with she's at the Ice Cream Shop at Noon and Afternoon. At Night you can watch her Cam 
Show (once it's unlocked) from your Home Office.

Once you're friends with her she will appear at the library in the Morning. At noon she'll be at her 
apartment. In the afternoon she will either be at college, the ice cream shop or her apartment. At night 
she'll either be at college or her apartment.

1. Met Laurel

2. Bought Laurel a 
video camera

3. Watched Laurel's 
stream

4. Shot a photo shoot 
with Laurel



5. Talked Laurel into a 
nude photo shoot

6. Peeped on Laurel 
and Miranda at the 
beach.

7. Watched Laurel's 
webshow with the 
magic wand

8. Took an active part 
in Laurel's web show.



Miranda:

The wife of Dan and mother of Laurel. She doesn't want to believe her husband is spending too much 
quality time with your wife until you furnish her with proof. After that she'll fuck you to spite her 
husband.

In the morning she'll either be at the gym or her apartment. In the noon and afternoon she'll be at work, 
except during the weekend, where she'll be at the beach at noon. At night she'll be at her apartment.

1. Fucked Miranda to 
get revenge

2. Peeped on Laurel 
and Miranda at the 
beach.

3. Peeped on Laurel 
and Miranda at the 
beach successfully.

Learn a thing or two about being stealthy

4. Watched Miranda do 
Yoga

5. Peeped at Miranda 
doing Nude Yoga

Learn how to win friends and influence people and talk to Miranda. Also, 
find a disguise.



6. Fucked Miranda in 
the ass.

Find somewhere new to fuck Miranda

7. Had a 3some with 
Miranda and Dan.

If you aren't too upset about your wife cheating on you you can get a gift for 
Dan. After that the friendship options will open up a little bit.

8. Spied on Miranda 
and her Husband

Go to Miranda's apartment with a decent amount of stealth

9. Played with Miranda 
at work with a butt plug



Sam:

A very bad girl. She has been sent to you so that you can be a good influence on her. You can either 
discipline her or feed her naughtiness. She arrives after Day 10 with a scene that takes up a good chunk
of the day.

She is in the Guest Bedroom once she is unlocked. Once you raise her discipline or naughtiness past 5 
you'll get the option for her to either get a part time job or have her help around the house. If you've 
taken the discipline route and had her take a part time job she'll be at the ice cream shop in the morning
and if you've taken the naughty route she'll be in your home office. If you've opted to have her help 
around the house she'll be in your home office at noon.

1. Met Sam Be patient

2. Spanked Sam

3. Watched Sam touch 
herself

4. Talked to Sam about 
becoming a productive 
member of the house

5. Got a handjob from 
Sam at the club

Get friendly with Sam and Emily. Have a household dinner and get a proper 
dress for one of your lady friends.

6. Fucked Sam



Vanessa:

A low key addition to the cast. She works at the video game store at the mall. Once you have 
befriended her it's possible to get her to take off her top.

1. Met Vanessa

2. Comforted her in a 
moment of weakness

3. Talked Vanessa into 
undressing

4. Kissed Vanessa

5. Played with 
Vanessa's breasts

6. Fingered Vanessa in 
the office

7. Fucked Vanessa in 
the office

8. Teased Vanessa on 
her stream



9. Fucked Vanessa on 
her stream
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